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A B S T R A C T

This study characterizes the refreezing process of deformed ice. Twenty laboratory experiments in ice ridge
consolidation were conducted to study the influence of ridge blocks size, initial temperature, and top surface
roughness on the consolidation rate. Experiments covered a ridge block thickness range of 2–6 cm, initial block
temperatures from −1 °C to −23 °C, ridge sail height up to 3 cm, and consolidated layer thickness up to 14 cm.
Experiments were conducted with the average value of the convectional heat transfer coefficient of 20 W/m2K.
The presented analytical model for ridge solidification was able to predict the observed ice growth rates and
differences between level ice and consolidated layer thicknesses at different stages of the experiments. For the
provided experiments, the consolidated layer was as much as 2.2–2.8 times thicker than the surrounding ice
level. The consolidation rate was lower than in the analytical solution at the start of the experiment and ap-
proached the analytical solution only when the thickness of the surrounding level ice was larger than the ridge
void width. The developed numerical model confirmed the observed experimental effects from the block size,
initial temperature and surface roughness. Both numerical and analytical models can predict solidification rates
for previous studies at the large range of scales for both fresh and saline ice. The advantages of the simplified
experimental ridge geometry include high accuracy of the main parameters governing the process, including the
ridge macroporosity.

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation

Ice covers in rivers, lakes, seas and oceans deform due to action
from wind and currents, resulting in ice ridges or ice accumulations.
The process may not be the same in all these cases, but as long the result
is a floating accumulation of broken ice it will consolidate with time
depending on the physical size of the pieces. According to the definition
of the WMO (1970), an ice ridge is a line or wall of broken ice that is
forced up by pressure. Ridges usually consist of a sail and a keel above
and below the water level, respectively. The keel initially consists of
randomly packed ice blocks separated by water-filled voids described
by the ridge macroporosity. Due to cooling from the atmosphere, the
keels consolidate by freezing of these voids, largely proceeding verti-
cally downwards and forming the consolidated layer (Leppäranta et al.,
1995). This layer may be thicker than the surrounding level ice and
constitutes a threat to the marine, coastal or hydraulic infrastructure,
such as bridges, pipelines, lighthouses, range markers, fixed and

floating facilities for production of oil and gas or offshore wind, har-
bours and ships. Ice ridges are also key features in climate studies as
they constitute a large fraction of the ice volume, and because they melt
more slowly than level ice. The consolidation process occurs over dif-
ferent timescales; ice accumulation in rivers may persist for hours or
days, ridges in lakes and seas with seasonal ice cover persist a few
months and the ridges in the Arctic basin and other areas with summer
ice can persist a few years. Leppäranta et al. (1995), Blanchet (1998),
Høyland (2002), Strub-Klein and Høyland (2011) described the sea-
sonal development of the consolidated layer.

Høyland and Liferov (2005) distinguished among three phases of
consolidation: the initial phase, the main phase and the decay phase.
During the initial phase, the broken pieces of ice are submerged in the
water. As they usually have lower temperatures than water at the
freezing point, the temperature in the ice increases in the initial phase.
The heat comes from latent heat release in the water voids and thus
implies that the ice pieces grow in all directions, decreasing the mac-
roporosity of the layer of ice pieces. Such a change is due to faster 3D
diffusion than the 1D consolidation processes, justifying the separate
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treatment of this phase. During the main phase, consolidation of this
layer takes place largely one-dimensionally from top to bottom, before
it starts to melt in the decay phase. Ice ridges that do not survive a
summer melt are called first-year ice ridges, and the available field data
on ridge morphology have been summarized by Strub-Klein and Sudom
(2012).

Physical parameters of broken ice features can be studied in the
field, but these investigations are time-consuming and are usually un-
able to provide data about the ridge formation process, initial condi-
tions before consolidation, and potential full-scale loads on offshore
structures and vessels. Thus, many of the parameters governing con-
solidation process are unknown or quite uncertain: initial macro-
porosity (liquid water content), initial size, orientation, salinity and
temperature of broken ice blocks forming the ridge, and thickness of the
snow above the ridge.

Predicting the thickness of the consolidated layer for these different
timescales is important, and in an engineering context, scale-model
testing is often conducted for this purpose. In such tests, the physical
size of the problem is significantly reduced with a geometric scale
factor, and the other relevant factors and processes must be scaled in
such a way that the correct full-scale ice forces can be predicted
(Langhaar, 1951; Palmer and Dempsey, 2009). Thus, the consolidation
process should be understood not only for different timescales but also
for different sizes, leading to several unsolved challenges (Høyland,
2007, Repetto-Llamazares, 2010; Høyland, 2010). Previous consolida-
tion models did not include scale effects (Leppäranta, 1993), while in
laboratory experiments (Timco and Goodrich, 1988; Blanchet, 1998)
and field experiments (Leppäranta et al., 1995; Høyland, 2002), such
effects were observed. However, laboratory-scale models of ice ridges
also involve scaling of ice mechanical properties using dopants, which
complicates the solidification process because the temperature-depen-
dent liquid fraction and microstructure of the model ice differ from the
field.

There are important differences between fresh ice and saline ice
thermodynamics. However, with respect to ice growth rates, the dif-
ferences are small. The numerical model of Maykut and Untersteiner
(1969) provided a 7% higher equilibrium ice thickness for fresh ice.
Notz (2005) presented experimental results for saline ice growth,
showing that the growth rate of saline ice cooled from above is close to
that of fresh ice (in contrast to saline ice cooled in a non-natural way
from below due to the absence of the ice desalinization process). Petrich
et al. (2007) presented both analytical and experimental analyses of the
ice-opening refreezing process, showing that his model describes this
process for both seawater and freshwater assuming different values of
latent heat and ice thermal conductivity for both types of ice. Griewank
and Notz (2013) showed that different salinity profiles could change ice
thickness predictions by less than 4%. For ridges, Timco and Goodrich
(1988) found no difference between level ice and ridge consolidation
for fresh water and EG/AD/S water solution, and for the full scale, the
ratios of the consolidated layer and surrounding level ice in almost
fresh Baltic ridges compared well with those observed in saline ridges
(Høyland, 2002). The physical basis for the similar growth rates for

fresh and saline ice is that its growth rate is proportional to the value of
the square route of thermal conductivity divided by the density and
latent heat (Stefan, 1891; Leppäranta and Hakala, 1992; Petrich et al.,
2007). The difference in this value between sea ice and fresh ice at the
water freezing temperature is less than 4% (Schwerdtfeger, 1963; Yen,
1981; Notz, 2005).

Our research goal is to study ice ridge consolidation on laboratory
scales to improve understanding of ridge thermodynamics in general.
To exclude complications due to microstructure and solute rejection,
we study freshwater ice and focus on ridge consolidation and macro-
porosity. Small-scale experiments are performed and the results com-
pared to those from a one-dimensional analytical model and a two-di-
mensional numerical model. The results are interpreted in terms of their
upscaling potential to larger scales.

1.2. Previous studies

The growth rate of the consolidated layer in time t is a function of
the meteorological conditions (air and water freezing temperatures Ta
and Tw, wind speed, long and shortwave radiation and snow thickness),
the actual ice thickness and the ridge macroporosity. The oceanic flux
becomes important in the decay phase but has little effect in the main
phase. An easy way to allow for comparison between different temporal
and physical scales is to perform a comparison with the surrounding
level ice thickness. Leppäranta and Hakala (1992) assumed that level
ice has the same surface flux and that the only difference is the ridge
macroporosity η, and they defined a non-dimensional factor R by di-
viding the thickness of the consolidated layer hc with the surrounding
level ice thickness hi:

= = −R h h η/c i
0.5 (1)

Most ridge growth models, including the international standard
(ISO 19906, 2010), use this approach. The level ice surrounding a ridge
can be of different origins. It may be (a) level ice from which the ridge
has formed and that has continued to grow since that time, or it may be
(b) level ice that started forming in a lead created by ridge formation
(Fig. 1). The former will be thicker than the latter, and the ratio R and
its history will differ for the cases. In case (a), R will start at a value
lower than equilibrium, while in case (b), it will approach equilibrium
from above. Although it is often different to determine this origin in the
field, it is known in the laboratory, allowing a more concise analysis
and model evaluation.

Only a couple of field studies and even fewer laboratory investiga-
tions on the growth of the consolidated layer have been conducted.
Both fresh and doped ice have been used in laboratories, and both
saline and Baltic ridges have been monitored in situ. Independent of the
ice type, the ratio of the consolidated layer to level ice thicknesses R
seems to approach a similar asymptotic value for both small-scale and
full-scale measurements. The laboratory investigations provided a
higher R values with a decreasing trend, whereas the trend was in-
creasing in situ (Fig. 2).

The basin experiments (Timco and Goodrich, 1988) showed a

Fig. 1. Scheme of an ice ridge formed from uniform level ice with thickness hi, 0 = hb (a), formed close to a newly formed lead with zero ice thickness hi, 0 = 0 (b),
and formed from closure of a lead by a thicker level ice hi, 0 > hb (c).
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decreasing trend and larger R values for a lower level ice thickness
(Fig. 2a). The consolidation layer thickness in their experiments was in
the range from 10 to 28 cm; the level ice was 5–18 cm. Ridge macro-
porosity was not measured, ice was both fresh and model (EG/AD/S),
and wind speed was 0.2 cm/s, but the effect of additional growth from a
higher local wind speed was measured. Field experiments are difficult
to compare with analytical solutions due to uncertainty in the ice initial
thickness. Leppäranta et al. (1995) showed increasing R values during
their field experiment with an initial level ice thickness of 0.31 m and
macroporosity of 0.28. Blanchet (1998) presented fieldwork results
with the same increasing trend and initial level ice thickness of 0.83 m.
Høyland (2002) showed increasing time R values for ridges in Svalbard
and in the Baltic Sea (Fig. 2b).

Measurements of the consolidated layer are more difficult than for
level ice. Three methods are mainly used: mechanical drilling, thermal
drilling and analysis of vertical temperature profiles. Results using the
drilling method can provide higher values than temperature profiles
(Høyland, 2002). Kharitonov (2008) used the thermal drilling method
and found average consolidated layer thickness values equal to
0.83–1.63 of the level ice thickness for ridges with an average keel
macroporosity ranging from 0.12–0.28. Kharitonov and Morev (2009)
presented an analysis of the sail height effect on ridge consolidation.
Wazney et al. (2019) performed small-scale mechanical experiments
with fresh deformed ice, showing that the consolidation time was the
key factor for the maximum loads.

Since level ice thickness is commonly used to define the R value as
in Eq. (1), it is important to provide an overview of its growth models
and their scalability. The first analytical model was published by Stefan
(1891) and includes only conduction and latent heat fluxes under the
assumption of an ice top surface temperature equal to the air ambient
temperature. To obtain accurate results with this model, ice tempera-
tures should be accurately measured. Adams et al. (1960) added sen-
sible heat, air convection and wind speed effect to the growth model,
which made it possible to predict thin ice growth in an accurate
manner. Maykut and Untersteiner (1971) presented a one-dimensional
model of sea ice growth, including incoming and outgoing longwave
and shortwave radiation, conduction in snow and ice, convection in
water, and sensible heat. Ashton (1989) analysed the effects of wind
speed on air convection and thin ice growth and compared them with
field experiments. Leppäranta et al. (1995) presented a summary of
analytical ice growth models. Notz (2005) conducted a detailed review
of sea ice thermodynamic parameters and experiments examining sea
ice desalinization.

To perform experiments evaluating small-scale ridge consolidation,
it is important to analyse existing setups of basin tests to obtain useful
data. According to Repetto-Llamazares (2010), key parameters of the
average model first-year ridge include a keel depth of 30 cm, sail height
of 7 cm, blocks of 10 × 8 × 3 cm, a porosity of 20–40%, and level ice
thickness of 6 cm. For full-scale ridges, the average ratio of keel to sail

heights k/s is 5.2, the average relation of sail height and block thickness
is ≅s w3.73 , the average sail height s is 2 m (Strub-Klein and Sudom,
2012), and the unconsolidated keel macroporosity also ranges from 20
to 40% (Høyland, 2007; Pavlov et al., 2016; Bonath et al., 2018).

The consolidation problem has similarities with the formation of
refrozen cracks in ice, which have been described and modelled by
Petrich et al. (2007). Their model has boundary conditions assuming a
linear temperature profile in the surrounding ice at a certain distance.
For the consolidation problem, this assumption would require one layer
of horizontal blocks with a ratio of block length and thickness larger
than two, which cannot be treated as the ice ridge.

2. Analytical model

2.1. Governing equations

The consolidation rate of fresh ice ridges in a laboratory is mainly
governed by air temperature, wind speed, and ridge configuration. In
the field, it is also affected by oceanic fluxes from the bottom, long and
shortwave radiation, and presence of snow. The ridge is a porous
medium consisting of ice and water. In contrast to level ice growth, its
solidification cannot be accurately modelled as a one-dimensional
problem without significant simplifications. Nevertheless, under the
assumption of homogeneity, this problem can be solved in a single di-
mension, which literally means that the homogeneous ridge consists of
a mixture of infinitely small ice blocks surrounded by water. The con-
solidated layer thickness and initial block size are on the same order for
short consolidation times.

Ice growth includes heat transfer from the water via conduction
through the ice into convective heat transfer in the air. The amount of
newly formed ice hi depends on the sum of the conductive heat flux qc
and the heat flux from the water qw. It can be expressed as

− ∂ ∂ = +ρ L h t q q/ ,i i i c w (2)

where ρi is the ice density, Li is the ice latent heat, and t is the time.
The oceanic heat flux qw is an external energy source. It can be

determined from an oceanic model and will be assumed to be zero for
laboratory conditions. The conductive heat flux qc depends on the ice
bottom and top surface temperatures Tf and Ts, and its thickness hi
according to Fourier's law:

= − ∂ ∂ ≅ −q k T z k T T h/ ( )/ ,c i i f s i (3)

where ki is the ice thermal conductivity. This equation neglects internal
heat storage related to the specific heat needed to cool the ice and as-
sumes a constant thermal conductivity.

The heat flux from the ice or snow surface into the air consists of the
turbulent heat exchange with the atmosphere and the radiation bal-
ance. It depends on the atmospheric conditions, characteristics of the
surface type, and surface temperature of the ice/snow system. For thin

Fig. 2. The ratio of the consolidated layer to level ice thicknesses R vs level ice thickness hi from laboratory experiments by Timco and Goodrich (1988) (a) and from
field data by Leppäranta et al. (1995), Høyland (2002) and Blanchet (1998) (b).
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ice, the turbulent heat flux is dominating (Adams et al., 1960). The
convectional heat transfer is then expressed as a linear function of the
temperature difference between the ice surface and the atmosphere
(Newton's law of cooling):

= −q H T T( ),a ia s a (4)

where Hia is the convectional heat transfer coefficient.
Assuming an insignificant effect from long and shortwave radiation,

and the absence of snow, one can set qc = qa to obtain the ice top
surface temperature Ts. Setting Eq. (5) in Eq. (3), one can then integrate
Eq. (2) to obtain the ice thickness hi, Eq. (6):
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In all previous publications and engineering standards, ice ridges
are implicitly assumed as a homogeneous media with small pores that
are evenly distributed in its volume. For such a ridge, we can assume
that we have to freeze only the liquid fraction η inside the ridge volume
(Leppäranta, 1993):

=L L ηc i (7)

Inserting this in Eq. (6), we can obtain consolidated layer thickness
analytical solution for homogeneity assumption:
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The initial phase of ridge consolidation can be included in the de-
scribed analytical model by assuming a change in initial porosity from
η0 to η, where η0 is the porosity prior to the temperature change from
the initial ice temperature T0 to the water temperature Tf:

= − −
−

η η η
c T T

L
(1 )

( )i f

i
0 0

0

(9)

This implies a relative additional ice volume η − η0 be formed after
the end of the initial phase of ridge consolidation. How fast is this initial
change in comparison to vertical ice growth? The duration of the initial
phase depends on the initial temperature T0 and characteristic block
thickness w according to the solution of the heat diffusion equation in
the x-axis direction of the smallest block dimension:

∂
∂

= ∂
∂

⎛
⎝

∂
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⎞
⎠

c ρ T
t

T
x

k T
xi i i (10)

The approximate form of the solution for the initial temperature T0

and t ≥ 1/π2 is

≈ −T x t T
π

sin πx e( , ) 4 ( ) π t0 2

(11)

This is a dimensionless solution, which means that dimensional time
t′ can be expressed as

′ =t
c ρ w t

k
i i

i

2

(12)

The temperature at the centre of the block at time t = 1/π2 is only
47% of the initial temperature T0. We can assume the thermal equili-
brium conditions after the initial phase when we are within 1% of the
freezing point Teq = Tf − 0.01(Tf − T0). For example, the equilibrium
time teq for 4-cm-thick blocks is only 12 min, which means that we can
assume that ice growth during the initial phase can occur immediately
after the start of an experiment for the analytical model of ridge soli-
dification.

The simplifications expressed in Eqs. (7)–(9) provide a one-dimen-
sional solution of the consolidation problem based on the amount of
freezing degree-days and the macroporosity η. We use this model to
investigate the effect of the convectional heat transfer coefficient Hia,
introduced in Eq. (4), on the ratio R. The model shows that assuming an
ice surface temperature equal to the air temperature (Hia = ∞) sig-
nificantly underestimates the R values for a level ice thickness less than
20–30 cm. In reality, the ice top surface temperature is a function of the
ice thickness as well as the heat flux into the air. Accounting for this
effect of finite heat transfer coefficient demonstrates a significant scale
effect of the consolidated layer and level ice growth rate ratio (Fig. 3):
the R value starts at η−1 and only approaches η−0.5 for thick ice.

The convectional heat transfer coefficient Hia for steady laboratory
conditions can be back-calculated using Eq. (5) from the experimental
level ice thickness for the corresponding temperatures:

=
−
−

H
k T T
h T T

( )
( )ia

i f s

i s a (13)

In summary, the R value is a function of several variables: the initial
macroporosity η0, the level ice thickness hi, the initial ice temperature
T0, and the convectional air-ice heat transfer coefficient Hia.

It is possible to normalize R with respect to some of these variables.
The macroporosity may not be the same in all data, so an easy approach
is to divide by the equilibrium value η0

−0.5, which will only be correct
with the infinite heat transfer coefficient Hia, zero thermal inertia cpΔT,
and infinitely small block size w. In this case, the equilibrium value of
Rη00.5 becomes one. The number of accumulated freezing degree-days
(Tf − Ta)t is assumed to be the same for both level ice and the con-
solidated layer. We may use Eqs. (6) and (8), and introduce a normal-
ized solution, allowing for comparison between experiments with a
different convective heat transfer coefficient (Hia), macroporosity (η0)
and ice thickness (hi):

⎜ ⎟= ⎛
⎝

+
+

⎞
⎠

R h h k H
h h k H

η( 2 / )
( 2 / )norm

c c i ia

i i i ia
0

0.5

(14)

This factor has the same dimension of [m/m] as the R value but
reduces the experimental variance. The analytical solution for this
factor provides a value of 1 for any macroporosity, allowing separate
investigations of other factors influencing consolidation. Eq. (9) was
used to account for the ice initial temperature of −23 °C, giving an
Rnorm value of 1.13. The value of the initial macroporosity η0 was used
for normalisation to experimentally and numerically assess the validity
of Eq. (9) and the effect of the initial block temperature T0 on the
freezing rates.

The main geometric parameters of the model ridge are defined in
Fig. 4b. Other factors influencing the values of R, including the sail
height s, block thickness w and keel depth k, are not included in the
analytical model and are not normalized. Their effect will be described
in Section 4 based on the experimental and numerical results.

Fig. 3. Ratio of consolidated layer and level ice thicknesses R = hc/hi vs level
ice thickness hi for the analytical solution from Eqs. (6), (8) and (9) and initial
macroporosity η0 of 0.4 for the different initial block temperatures T0 and heat
transfer coefficient Hia.
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2.2. Ice growth and thermodynamics

For comparison with observations, it is useful to consider the sim-
plifications made in the analytical model, which are as follows: ne-
glecting specific heat and temperature dependencies (e.g., the thermal
conductivity of ice); and a constant heat transfer coefficient Hia. For
fresh ice, most of the thermodynamic parameters are slightly tem-
perature-dependant at atmospheric pressure. According to Pounder
(1965), the density of pure ice depends slightly on temperature as
follows:

= −ρ T916.8 0.1403·i (15)

According to Yen et al. (1991), pure ice thermal conductivity is

= − +− −k T T2.21 1.00·10 3.44·10i
2 5 2 (16)

Pure ice heat capacity from Weast (1971) can be determined as

= +c T2112.2 7.6973·i (17)

The latent heat of fusion Li of water is 333.5 kJ/kg, according to
Feistel and Hagen (1998). For analytical solutions, it is sufficiently
accurate to use values at 0 °C corresponding to the bottom surface of the
ice slab. For a temperature range between 0 °C and − 20 °C, the
thermal conductivity typically changes by 1%.

As an example, we performed a comparison of the analytical solu-
tion with constant thermodynamic parameters and provided a numer-
ical solution with temperature-dependent values of ρi, ki and ci for level
ice growth with an ambient air temperature of−15 °C and heat transfer
coefficient of 20 W/m2K over 1000 h. The difference in final ice
thickness was 1.2%. For small-scale experiments, this difference was
even smaller because ice is significantly warmer. Using the simple
Stefan equation, the difference in (ki/ρiLi)0.5 was only 3.4% larger for
−15 °C than for 0 °C. The difference between analytical and numerical
results with constant values of ρi, ki and ci was less than 0.3%.

The heat transfer coefficient Hia may vary with temperature, wind
conditions, stratification and surface roughness. Practically, it has been

found to vary from approximately 10 W/m2K for still air to 30 W/m2K
for windy conditions (e.g., Ashton, 1989). In comparison to thermo-
dynamic properties, the heat transfer coefficient dominates the un-
certainty in simulations of thin ice growth.

3. Experiments

3.1. Experimental methods

Twenty tests were conducted to study the influence of the rubble
block size, orientation and initial temperature on the consolidation rate.
Fresh ice was cut into pieces, cooled down to the chosen temperature
T0, placed in the water tank with side thermal insulation, and frozen
under laboratory conditions with an air temperature Ta of −15 °C
(Fig. 4). Ice blocks were vertical or inclined by 30° from the water
surface. The thickness of the ice blocks w was 2, 4 or 6 cm; the length L
was 15 cm, and the depth was 10 cm through all experiments. The
initial thickness for both level ice and the consolidated layer was zero
(see Fig. 4b for the definition). The initial water temperature was 0 °C,
and the initial ice block temperature was −1, −15 or −24 °C. The size
of the side insulation box was 25 × 30 × 10 cm (Fig. 5a). The top
surface roughness was characterized by the sail height s, which varied
for different tests in the range from 0 to 3 cm. The keel depth value k
was equal to the difference between block length L and sail height s.
One longer thermistor string (100 cm long with 3 cm sensor spacing)
was installed to measure air temperature, one identic thermistor to-
gether with a shorter thermistor (15 cm long with 1.5 cm spacing) were
installed to measure ice and water temperatures. The initial macro-
porosity η0 in the range from 0.32–0.43 was calculated as wv/(w + wv),
and values of the block and void width w and wv were obtained from
photo images taken before the consolidation. Both level ice and con-
solidated layer thicknesses were measured directly after each experi-
ment. Additionally, the level ice thickness was measured during the
experiment by drilling. The consolidated layer thickness was measured
by drilling only in six tests to avoid ice volume disturbances.

Fig. 4. Scheme of the experimental setup at the start (a) and end (b) of the experiment.

Fig. 5. Experimental setup before (a) and after (b) consolidation.
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Ridge consolidation is mainly governed by thermodynamics, and
most of the information can be retrieved from thermistor strings. The
temperature profile in the air above the ice was non-linear in the range
of the boundary layer (Fig. 6a), and the thickness of this layer depended
on the ice thickness. The boundary layer reached 15 cm in our ex-
periments. The ice surface temperature depended on the ratio between
conduction in the ice and convection in the air, so it could be estimated
from the temperature gradient in ice and convectional heat transfer
coefficient Hia depending mainly on the air velocity (Fig. 6a). The
consolidated layer thickness hc in this paper was assumed to be the
minimum thickness of newly formed ice after the ridging process
(Fig. 4b).

The final thicknesses, air and ice temperatures were measured di-
rectly in the experiments. Ice top surface temperature was derived using
temperature profiles with a certain accuracy depending on the sensor
precision and spacing. In this paper, the following method was used: all
sensors with a temperature below −0.3 °C were assumed to be within
the ice. For these sensors, the average temperature gradient was cal-
culated. It was then extrapolated at the top and bottom sensors to de-
termine the surface temperature at z = 0.

The time-averaged convectional heat transfer coefficient can be
obtained from the level ice thickness development using the analytical
model from Eq. (6) (Fig. 7a). It can also be obtained from air, ice top
and bottom surface temperatures (Eq. (13)). This parameter cannot be
completely constant in the laboratory due to the cyclic work of cooling
fans – thus, time averaging might be used. The duration of the full cycle
of cooling and warming for the NTNU laboratory was 40 min (Fig. 8b).

3.2. Experimental results

The summary of the performed experiments is presented in Table 1,
including the main initial parameters: ice block initial temperature T0,

ridge initial macroporosity η0, block width w, sail height s, number of
accumulated freezing degree-days FDD, and block inclination α; and the
final values of level ice and consolidated layer thickness hi and hc, their
ratio R, and factor Rnorm.

An example of the vertical temperature profile is shown in Fig. 6a
together with the measured consolidated layer thickness hc, estimated
air-ice interface temperature Ts and heat transfer coefficient Hia. The
temporal development of the air and ice top surface temperatures Ta
and Ts during a single experiment is shown in Fig. 6b.

3.2.1. Level ice growth
It is quite common that experiments focused on level ice growth

provide results that deviate from theoretical predictions when plotted
against FDD or∫ (Tf − Ta)dt. A significant number of tests should be
performed to obtain accurate values of the time-averaged convectional
heat transfer coefficient Hia. It was estimated as 20 W/m2K in our la-
boratory (Fig. 7a). Sources of error include an uneven ice thickness,
non-constant convection intensity due to cycles of cooling, and ex-
traction of sensible heat during heating at the end of an experiment.
The last effect can be clearly seen in Fig. 7a: final experimental values
were larger than intermediate ones. The usage of FDD for experimental
comparison results in an increasing error and is more practical to avoid
the conversion from level ice thickness to FDD and back to the con-
solidated layer thickness (Fig. 7b).

Based on our observations, we can estimate the heat flux related to
ice growth in three ways: via qa= Hia(Ts − Ta) by assuming a constant
Hia and measured air and ice surface temperature; from qc = − ki∂T/∂z
based on the temperature gradient in the ice; and from ql = − ρiLi∂hi/
∂t based on the ice growth rate. Accurate estimates of the convective qa,
conductive qc, and latent heat fluxes ql are clearly difficult when the ice
thickness is small (Fig. 8a) due to the following factors: one needs to
have two frozen sensors to properly obtain temperature gradients; the

 

Fig. 6. Temperature vs depth after 20 h of the consolidation experiment 16 (a) and the air and consolidated layer top surface temperature vs time for experiment 16
(b).

Fig. 7. Level ice thickness hi (a) and thickness of level ice and the consolidated layer h (b) vs freezing-degree days FDD from experiments and from the analytical
model for minimum and maximum experimental ridge porosities ηmin and ηmax.
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assumption of linear temperature gradients may be inaccurate; ice
thickness measurements from drilling are limited to an accuracy of a
few mm; the heat transfer coefficient Hia may not be constant over short
times with relatively large temperature changes, and it may depend on
the cold room cooling system.

The convectional heat transfer coefficient was estimated using Eq.
(3) continuously for a single level ice experiment and for the last 40 min
of each consolidation experiment due to the uncertainty of the con-
solidated layer thickness development (Fig. 8b). Higher values of the
heat transfer coefficient Hia for the consolidated layer were mostly
observed when the sail height was greater than 1.5 cm. Small-scale sails
added additional top surfaces for model ridges with increasing vertical
heat fluxes. Several factors can change the consolidation rate, including
the sail height and block thickness. Separate effects from each para-
meter are described in the numerical modelling results section of this
paper. The level ice thickness was found to be the most accurate data
for estimating the value of the convectional heat transfer coefficient
(Fig. 7a).

3.2.2. Consolidation
The analytical solution from Eq. (8) significantly overestimated the

R values when the level ice thickness hi was less than the distance be-
tween blocks wv (1.4–4.4 cm), as shown in Fig. 9a. This phenomenon
will be analysed and explained using our numerical model (see Section
4). The figure further shows the effect of the initial ice temperature:
colder ice consolidated faster and reached a higher maximum value.

The analytical solution can be modified with Eq. (9) so that the effect of
the initial temperatures is included, and the maximum values clearly
correlate with the initial temperatures. Most maximum values fit in
between the analytical solutions for cold and warm ice (Fig. 9b). The
initial macroporosity also varied in the experiments (0.32–0.43), and
most of the data fit in between these analytical solutions (Fig. 9a).
Usage of Rnorm allowed the comparison of experiments with different
porosities and permitted the possibility of investigating the effects of
other governing parameters. Finally, we might observe a trend of a
lower value than the modelled R towards the end of the experiments,
which is proposed to be an effect of the limited keel depth and will also
be analysed and explained using the numerical model in Section 4.

The effect of these three parameters: sail, keel and block size – can
be included only in a 2D model and will be analysed with the numerical
model in Section 4. The effect of block orientation was similar to that
from block thickness: the void size was higher for a higher block in-
clination from the vertical axis for the same block thickness. Simulta-
neously, experiments with inclined blocks showed a much more com-
plicated geometry and less possibility for accurate thickness
measurements. Consolidation experiments with vertical blocks of dif-
fident thickness were found to be more convenient for scale-effect in-
vestigations.

3.3. Error sources

The described experiments include length measurements of ice

Fig. 8. Convective, conductive and latent heat fluxes q from temperature and thickness measurements vs the level ice thickness hi (a) and heat transfer coefficient Hia

from temperature and thickness measurements using Eq. (13) vs the ice thickness h for the chosen level ice experiment level and for all instrumented ridge
experiments (b).

Table 1
Summary of experiments.

№ T0 [°C] η0 w [cm] s [cm] FDD [°Cd] α [°] hi [cm] hc [cm] R Rnorm

1 −1 0.37 6.3 1.1 6.8 0 3.5 7.0 2.00 0.91
2 −1 0.36 4.6 0.0 10.7 0 4.9 9.9 2.02 0.91
3 −1 0.41 6.0 0.0 7.4 0 5.5 10.4 1.89 0.93
4 −5 0.32 6.0 0.6 12.2 0 5.8 12.5 2.16 0.97
5 −1 0.40 4.2 2.0 4.4 29 2.5 5.5 2.20 0.98
6 −1 0.40 4.8 1.7 6.8 30 3.4 8.1 2.38 1.03
7 −1 0.37 4.1 2.2 5.9 0 2.7 6.9 2.56 1.05
8 −15 0.37 4.4 0.5 4.9 39 2.9 5.1 1.76 0.84
9 −18 0.39 6.3 0.0 7.9 0 5.8 9.7 1.67 0.86
10 −15 0.33 6.0 0.0 12.3 0 6.3 11.5 1.83 0.89
11 −16 0.41 4.3 2.1 12.3 25 6.0 10.9 1.82 0.95
12 −23 0.43 4.1 0.5 10.2 0 5.2 9.5 1.83 0.99
13 −23 0.40 3.9 0.0 9.7 0 4.9 10.7 2.18 1.04
14 −23 0.35 4.2 0.5 6.3 0 3.2 8.4 2.63 1.05
15 −23 0.36 2.3 0.7 9.7 0 4.6 11.1 2.41 1.07
16 −23 0.37 4.3 2.5 15.0 26 6.8 13.7 2.01 0.97
17 −23 0.38 6.5 1.7 7.9 0 4.2 9.7 2.31 1.00
18 −23 0.43 5.7 2.4 6.2 24 3.0 7.2 2.40 1.07
19 −23 0.36 6.4 2.6 4.9 0 2.5 6.9 2.76 1.09
20 −23 0.42 4.2 2.9 7.6 0 3.8 9.5 2.50 1.10
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thickness, block width and sail height, leading to instrumental random
error of direct and indirect measurements, which is presented using
standard error bars. The known source of systematic error is the por-
osity irregularity when the porosity of the exact ridge void and sur-
rounding blocks is different from the porosity of the surrounding voids.
The described systematic error can be eliminated using a numerical
simulation with a row of four blocks and three voids with different
porosities for the central section. The local porosity is defined as the
ratio of the void width and the sum of the void and half of the width of
the surrounding blocks. The consolidation rate is defined by the local
porosity during the initial phase. It approaches the consolidation rates
for the average porosity. In the range of studied level ice thicknesses,
the 10% difference in surrounding porosity results in a 5–9% difference
in consolidated layer thickness in contrast to the 15–20% difference for
the same change in local porosity. Another source of systematic error in
porosity measurements is the presence of the thermistor with a cross-
section of 1.5 cm2 in one of the ridge voids (Fig. 5). It was accounted for
by correcting the macroporosity for the thermistor cross-section.

4. Numerical simulations

Mathematical models of the solidification process can be divided
into two main groups: the fixed domain and the front tracking method
(Liu and Chao, 2006). The commonly used method for the first group is
the effective specific heat method, which includes the latent heat in the
temperature-dependent-specific heat values. This method is not very
accurate when the Stefan number Ste, defined as c/ΔTLi, is small and
when the two phases are in thermal equilibrium. The front tracking
method was chosen for analysis in our experiments. For this method,
two phases are solved separately and linked by the Stefan condition at
the interface. The effective specific heat method is also applicable to the
current problem. However, it requires a low temperature interval be-
tween phases, fine mesh, low relative errors, and a large computational
time.

4.1. Governing equations and boundary conditions

The ridge consolidation process was modelled using the finite ele-
ment analysis simulation software COMSOL Multiphysics 5.3a. Two
materials were used: water and ice. Heat transfer in fluid and laminar
flow packages were coupled for water simulation. The position of the
ice-water boundary was defined by the Stefan energy balance condition
(Eq. (19), where the difference in heat fluxes in two materials is equal
to the amount of new solid formed or melted (Alexiades et al., 2003).

This numerical model requires the following material parameters
for ice and water: thermal conductivity, heat capacity, density, coeffi-
cient of thermal expansion, latent heat of fusion and kinematic visc-
osity. Fresh ice thermodynamic parameter values are described in
chapter 2.2. Other values were obtained using the Gibbs SeaWater

Oceanographic Toolbox of TEOS−10 (Millero, 2010). Thermal
boundary conditions were defined as thermal insulation at the sides and
at the bottom, and as external convection with a constant heat transfer
coefficient Hia at the top (air-ice interface). The value of Hia = 20W/
m2Kwas used based on the experimental level ice growth rate under the
laboratory conditions. The heat transfer coefficient was assumed to be
equal for level ice and consolidated layer growth. The air ambient
temperature was equal to the mean experimental value of −15 °C.

The heat flux balance at the air-ice interface is described as follows:

⎜ ⎟− = ⎛
⎝

∂
∂

+ ∂
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2
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The heat flux balance at the ice-water interface is

= ∂
∂
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n
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where vn is normal velocity of the ice-water interface, ∂T/∂n is normal
derivative of the ice temperature at the interface.

Heat diffusion within the ice is described by
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Simulations of the ridge consolidation were performed to study the
effect of the initial block temperature, block width and length, sail
height, and porosity on ice growth. The numerical model setup was
similar to the experimental setup shown in Fig. 4, except for the pre-
sence of a thin initial ice thickness of 1 mm at the air-water interface.

4.2. Comparison with the experimental and analytical results

The described numerical model is compared to experimental results
and the analytical model in Figs. 10 and 11. In the following section, we
discuss its capability to predict the observed development of the R value
and the effects of the initial temperature T0, block thickness w, sail
height s, and keel depth k.

4.2.1. Block thickness effect
The 1D analytical solution deviated from observations, which was

the most prominent at the beginning of the experiments. Running the
2D numerical model with different block thicknesses indicated that this
deviation was a consequence of the variable block thicknesses, a 2D
effect that was well-captured by the numerical model (Fig. 10a). The
Rnorm values approached equilibrium faster for thinner blocks. The
figure indicates a peak in Rnorm that was reached when level ice had
grown to approximately the size of the pores (1.3 cm for 2-cm-thick
blocks and 2.7 cm for 4-cm-thick blocks). Fig. 10b shows that the nu-
merical model captured an important effect, in which for small block
sizes, the R value increased, reached a maximum value and decreased.
When the block size increased, this effect disappeared.

Fig. 9. Experimental results presented via R values (a) and via Rnorm values (b) plotted against the level ice thickness hi together with the analytical solution for the
range of porosities (a) and for the range of initial block temperatures (b).
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4.2.2. Sail height (surface roughness) and initial block temperature effects
The numerical model confirmed the effect of the initial ice tem-

perature and sail height, with increasing consolidation for increasing
sail heights and decreasing initial temperatures (Fig. 11). The effect on
Rnorm values from a decreasing initial temperature of −23 °C was
equivalent to the effect from an increasing sail height of 3 cm. The
increasing sail height resulting in faster consolidation was due to two
factors: the higher sail was due to locally thicker ice and a lower ice
surface temperature and corresponding higher conductive heat flux
through thin ice (Eqs. (2) and (3)). Additionally, the effective heat
transfer coefficient Hia increased due to an increase in the ice surface in
comparison to its horizontal projection.

In contrast to our experiments, the sail height of the ice basin and
natural ridges mainly depended on the ridge isostatic balance or the
balance of gravity and buoyancy forces. Thus, the sail height could not
be zero. In our experimental scale, the sail resembled the surface
roughness and its impact on heat transfer and the increasing con-
solidation rate (Fig. 12a). The sail effect and the effect of the initial ice
temperature depended on each other and could not be simply added
(Fig. 12b).

The effect from large-scale sails in the field also included trapped air
or snow volumes. This effect was more complicated and required fur-
ther investigation. However, we performed additional simulations to
investigate the roughness effect for thicker blocks. For simulations with
a 15-cm-thick block surface, the roughness had little effect on con-
solidation, while for 50-cm blocks, a small sail with a height within
1–50 cm resulted in slightly lower ridge consolidation. It corresponded
to the field results, as presented by Kharitonov and Morev (2009),
showing no effect of a relatively small sail height on the consolidated
layer thickness.

4.2.3. Porosity and turbulence effect
The macroporosity is the main parameter defining the difference

between a ridge and level ice consolidation, and the effect of both

macroporosity and the heat transfer coefficient is considered in Rnorm.
Lower values of the heat transfer coefficient Hia led to a more significant
scale effect for similar ice thicknesses (Fig. 3). Only an infinitely high
Hia corresponding to Stefan's equation for ice growth led to an im-
mediate equilibrium value of R~η−0.5. The numerical model was used
to validate Eq. (14) with a constant void thickness wv, and the varying
porosity η0 was obtained by changing the block size. Fig. 13 shows that
both effects were well captured and only slightly overestimated by the
analytical model.

The change in porosity in the range from 0.3–0.5 resulted in a 3.5%
difference in Rnorm value, which was smaller than the instrumental er-
rors of the consolidation experiments with a similar scale. However, in
the present numerical simulations, an increase in porosity implied a
lower block thickness, which in turn increased Rnorm (see Fig. 10a).
Hence, Fig. 13 shows that the block thickness effects could influence the
porosity effects and vice versa. The Rnorm value was almost independent
of the heat transfer coefficient Hia. Usage of Rnorm provided the possi-
bility of comparing the experiments with different porosities and dif-
ferent thickness ranges expecting Rnorm values approaching a value of 1.

4.2.4. Keel effect
The effect of the limited keel depth k is critical mainly for the ex-

perimental setup. In the field, the keel depth to block thickness ratio
was often much larger than in our experiments, which resulted in a
decreasing trend in Rnorm towards the end of the experiments, ap-
proximately 2 cm before hc reached the keel bottom (Fig. 11). When the
consolidation front was approaching the bottom of the ice blocks, the
consolidation rate was decreasing until the front became planar and
further consolidation was identical to level ice growth (Fig. 14b). The
affected region depended on the scale of the voids between blocks. The
numerical modelling results explained the lower R values for the later
experimental stages: the solidification rate was slower when the con-
solidated layer thickness hc was approaching the values of the keel
depth k.

Fig. 10. Values of Rnorm (a) and Rη0.5 (b) vs the level ice thickness hi for different block thicknesses w in physical and numerical experiments.

Fig. 11. Temperature effect on the Rnorm values for experiments with a small (a) and large (b) sail.
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4.2.5. Ice-water interface and temperature distribution
The location of the ice-water interface at different times of the si-

mulation is presented in Fig. 14a. Its shape was changing during the
initial phase and when the consolidation front was approaching the ice
block bottom. Numerical results for the temperature distribution
throughout the experiment are presented in Fig. 14b.

The arch shape of the consolidation front covered the ice volume
equivalent to approximately one-quarter of the consolidated layer with
a thickness equal to the void width (7 mm for the 2.7-cm voids). The
shape usually formed after 1 h of freezing for 4-cm-thick ice blocks.
However, it should be noted that in reality, brine released during
freezing may lead to different pattern and modes of haline convection,
which may influence the porosity evolution due to heat and salt
transfer. These convection processes, similar to the details of heat
transfer in the atmospheric boundary layer, cannot be addressed herein.
However, the size and 2D effects in a pure heat conduction problem can
be addressed.

5. Discussion

5.1. Choice of experimental setup

Our experimental setup with a simplified ridge morphology allowed
more accurate measurements of macroporosity and consolidated layer
thickness in comparison to other methods, and the usage of fresh ice
allowed the neglect of complications with composition-dependent
thermodynamic variables. The proposed setup also dramatically re-
duced the preparation time of the experiments, allowing comparisons of
the results of solidification with different ridge initial parameters and
different scales. The effect of the change in macroporosity within the
range of the described experiments was comparable to the effects of
other ridge parameters, including the initial block temperature and the
sail height. Verification of their effects was only possible using Rnorm,
which allowed the neglect of the effect of macroporosity. Usage of Rnorm

was only possible with high accuracy of the macroporosity measure-
ments, which was provided by the simplified ridge geometry, as de-
scribed in the experimental setup. As described in Section 1, the effect
of ice chemical composition on ice growth was in the range of the ice
thickness and ridge porosity measurement errors.

5.2. Comparison across scales

We suggest that the small-scale consolidation process can be divided
into several phases. The initial phase starts immediately after ridging,
when the level ice and consolidated layer are growing at almost the
same rate, and the R value is 1. This phenomenon has also been ob-
served during small-scale fresh ice ridge solidification by Wazney et al.
(2019) and during both saline and fresh ice crack refreezing by Petrich
et al. (2007). This phase ended when values of R started to approach the
value of η−1 (Fig. 10b). The initial phase of consolidation can be de-
scribed only by 2D modelling. The end of this phase usually occurs
when the level ice reaches approximately the void width value and R
reaches the maximum value. During the following main phase, R was
defined by the presented analytical solution described in Section 2. It
slowly decreased and approached its equilibrium value of η−0.5.

The time for consolidation to reach analytical solution values was
scale-dependent. It was observed in the large-scale field experiments
(Fig. 2b). This definition of the consolidation phases differed from the
original definition proposed by Høyland and Liferov (2005). We believe
that the duration of the initial phase from that original definition is too
small in comparison to the duration of the whole consolidation process
and cannot be identified from the thickness development alone.

Analysis of field experiments during consolidation requires knowl-
edge of the ridge macroporosity, the amount of FDD before and after
ridging, and the thermal insulation provided mostly by snow. These
data are usually unavailable, and a level ice growth model is necessary
to estimate the ridging time from air temperature data, the ridge block
thickness and level ice thickness development. Based on the ridging

Fig. 12. Values of Rnorm vs level ice thickness hi for different sail height s for warm (a) and cold (b) 4-cm-thick ice blocks.

Fig. 13. Rnorm vs the level ice thickness hi for different porosities (a) and different heat transfer coefficients Hia (b).
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time, air temperature, wind speed and snow thickness, the ridge con-
solidation model can predict its development and provide R values for
any experimental time.

One of the differences between the basin and natural ridge con-
solidation was the presence of level ice around the natural ridge, which
decreased the initial R values. The difference between the 1D analytical
and 2D numerical solution is presented in Fig. 15. It was assumed that
the initial level ice thickness was equal to the thickness of the ice blocks
forming the ridge. The level ice initial thickness ho resulted in changing
values of R, and thick blocks caused the season to be too short to reach
η0

−0.5.
Application of the described analytical and numerical models for the

experiments in different scales and different ice types, including fresh,
saline and with dopants, is presented at Fig. 16a. The values of the heat
transfer coefficient to simulate these experiments were determined
using the level ice growth from the described experiments. The ridge
porosity of 0.5 was estimated for the experiments by Timco and
Goodrich (1988) from the block length and thickness ratio using the
approach of Surkov and Truskov (2003). For the experiment by
Blanchet (1998), the ridge porosity was assumed to be equal to the
average field value for upper keels of 0.25 according to Pavlov et al.
(2016). Both the snow thickness and ridge macroporosity were mea-
sured in experiments by Høyland (2002).

Both analytical and numerical models provided very accurate pre-
dictions of consolidation development. For the small-scale tests by
Timco and Goodrich (1988), most of the key parameters for

consolidation were unknown, including the ridge porosity, initial block
temperature and surface roughness. The faster decrease in the con-
solidation rate observed in experiments by Timco and Goodrich (1988)
in comparison to our analytical solution could be due to the surface
roughness effect described in this paper and their increases with depth
macroporosity values measured in the field by Pavlov et al. (2016). The
similarity of the results from our experiments and those of Timco and
Goodrich (1988) confirms that our experimental setup is applicable for
the small-scale consolidation problem (Fig. 16b).

The final problem concerns how to compare the results of field and
laboratory experiments. In general, they have different scales, different
dominating heat exchange mechanisms (turbulence for smaller scales
and radiation for larger scales), and different porosities, making the
normalisation necessary for comparison very complicated. The R value
differs for differences in wind speed, top surface insulation, and por-
osity and is scale-dependant for both the final thickness and the initial
block thickness. The results could be reanalysed using the presented
model and result in divergence from its predictions. Simultaneously,
non-critical factors might be excluded from the comparison to generate
a smaller experimental matrix and allow comparisons of a larger
amount of field data.

5.3. Choice of boundary conditions

The analytical model is one-dimensional and cannot directly include
effects from the sail. The two-dimensional numerical model is based on

Fig. 14. Ice-water interface from the simulation and after the end of experiment 18 (a) and isotherms from simulations for different stages of the experiment.

Fig. 15. R vs level ice thickness hi for 4, 15 and 50-cm-wide blocks and a porosity of 0.4 with a 0 initial level ice thickness (a) and a ridge block initial level ice
thickness from analytical solution (b) and from numerical simulations (c).
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several assumptions, including equal values of heat transfer coefficient
for the ridge and level ice top surface. It accurately describes the ex-
perimental consolidated layer growth dependence on the sail height,
meaning that the same convectional heat transfer coefficient can be
used for both level ice and small-scale ridge models. Using our nu-
merical model, it was possible to use realistic ridge cross-sections with
extended surfaces representing the ridge sail. For the presented level ice
growth, the experiment convectional heat transfer coefficient showed
significant variation with the value of 19 ± 2 W/m2K based on the
measured temperature profile. The heat transfer coefficient values for
the ridges with small sails were in the same range as those for level ice
but significantly higher than those for larger sail heights (Fig. 8b).
Based on the experiments with different initial block temperatures, we
can conclude that most of the sensible heat was converted into latent
heat and changed the porosity after ridge formation. Considering only
parameters such as the initial block temperature, macroporosity, and
sail height was it possible to confirm the experimental ice growth re-
sults with numerical results (Fig. 11).

Both analytical and numerical models were able to predict con-
solidation rates for experiments with different scales and ice types
(Fig. 16). We also showed the potential reason for consolidated layer
thickness overestimation using vertical temperature profiles (Fig. 14b):
ice blocks could be significantly colder than the water freezing tem-
perature even below the minimum thickness of the consolidated layer.
The relative error values could be much higher for the initial stages of
the experiment, which led to the suggestion that more detailed and
advanced algorithms should be described and implemented to de-
termine the consolidated layer thickness from the temperature profiles.

6. Summary and conclusions

This paper contributes to a better understanding of ridge solidifi-
cation and scale effects. Data from previous experiments on different
scales were analysed, and a possible explanation of ridge consolidated
layer development was described. Twenty laboratory experiments were
performed to improve our understanding of factors governing con-
solidation of small-scale ridges. The main findings of the recent study
are summarized as follows:

• The analytical model of ice ridge solidification, which is able to
explain observed scale effects on consolidated layer growth, is pre-
sented. It allows the comparison of experiments for ridges with
different porosities, ice block initial temperatures, subjected to air
with different convectional heat transfer coefficients using the in-
troduced normalisation factor Rnorm. The ratio of the consolidated
layer and surrounding level ice thickness based on that solution
mainly depended on the ridge macroporosity η, starting at the value
of η−1 and approaching η−0.5 for thick ice.

• The new configuration of laboratory experiments in ridge

consolidation was described to improve the accuracy of the main
parameters governing that process. In the provided experiments, the
consolidated layer reached a thickness up to 2.2–2.8 times greater
than level ice for the ridge macroporosity η of 0.4, similar to the
described analytical model predictions of η−1.

• A numerical model, which was able to predict effects on the con-
solidation rates from sail height, block thickness, block initial tem-
perature and macroporosity, was described and validated using the
provided experiments. The sail height had a significant effect on the
small-scale consolidation, leading to up to a 40% thicker con-
solidated layer for the sail height of 3 cm compared to the level area.
This phenomenon was observed in both experiments and numerical
simulations, and it contrasts with typical observations for large-scale
ridges.

• Both experiments and numerical simulations confirmed that the
consolidated layer thickness was initially growing slower than pre-
dicted by the analytical solution. The analytical solution was ap-
proached when the thickness of ice growing in voids reached the
thickness of the ridge blocks.
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